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1. INTRODUCTION

Experimentalresults have shown the existence of a strong relationship between
chlorophylla concentrationandremotesensingreflectancemeasuredatlakelevelwitha
highresolutionq%ctm@iometer(MelackandGastil,1994). Theobjectiveofourstudy
wastoinvestigatetherelationshipbetweensurfacechlorophylla concentrationat Mono
Lake and water reflectance rtmieved from Airborne Visible - Infrared hnaging
Spectrometer (AVIR.IS) data obtained on October 7,1992. AVIRIS data were
atmospherically comectd as described by Green et al. (1993). A description of the lake-
level sampling is found in Melack and Gastil (1994). lhe relationship beween
chlorophyll concentmtion and both the single band reflectance and the fmt difference
transformation of the reflectance spectra for the fnst 40 AVIRIS_ bands(400nm
to740 nm)wasexamined Therelationshipwasthen used to produce a map of the
S_ chlorophyll distribution.

2. METHODS

The data were obtained on October 7, 1992. Two chlorophyll measurements
were obtained at ead of 20 stations. The AVEUS reflectance signal was improved by
averaging a 10 by 10 pixel window around each samplrng station. ‘Ike water reflectance
measurements derived from AVIRIS do not include the correction for the skylight
reflecmce.

A first differrmce transfcmnation of the reflectance spectra was performed

D~i = ( Rki.g- RIi+g ) /AA

wh~e ~ is the fwst difference transformation at band i, g is the gap, Rki.g is the
waterreflectance at the i-g waveband, R~g is the watexreflectance at the i+g waveband
and ALis the center-to-center span m wavelength between the bands 2g apart. In this
statistical analysis, two gaps were tested (gap=l and gap=3). After the extraction of the
reflectance spectra from the AVIRIS image cube and the computation of the fmt
difference transfmrnaticm with two different gaps, the three data sets were submitted to
cadadon analyses. The results of the correlation analyses were then used to select the
best spectml bands for linear regression to measumd chlorophyll.
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3. RESULTS

‘he gap used in the computation of the fmt diffexemcetmnsformation strongly
affected thereaults (Figure 1). ‘Ibe use of athredmd gap reduces the variance for all
wavelengths and, as remd$ the correlation between tbe first derivative and the chlorophyll
concentration. The highest # between AVIRIS reflectance and chlorophyll are observed
at 437 nm and 547 nm (Rgure 2). These wavelengths correspond to the chlorophyll a
absorptionband m the blue region and to the minimum of the chlorophyll a absorption
intbegmenband

'Ihecmxeladon spmtrumderivedfrom the AVIRISreflectance spxtradifferS
ikom the correlation spectmm computed by Melack and Gastil (1994) using the field
_ m~~ ~ fo~ diffmt ~~ (44 samplw) covering a chlorophyll range of 0.9
@to 47.7 pg/1. The correlation spectfum in that case showed very low correlation
between chlorophyll concentration and reflectance. in the green region. The highest
correlation (~> 0.80) was located m the blue region and m the rednear-inhed region.

me AVIRIS reflectance is less comelated to chlorophyll concentration (# <
0,60) than the tit difference using either gap. The slope between adjacent bands of the
Mle@mce spectmm better predicts chlorophyll than the reflectance brighmessata single
band ‘he firstdifferencetransformwitha gapofonebandprovidedbetterremhsthana
gapof three bands. ‘lEe highest values are found from 540 to 580 nm. In the blue region
nohighcomhdon was observed The improvermmt in the relationship between
chlorophyll concentration and remotely sensed data by using the fmt diffeamce of the
reflectance spectra can be explained by the low water-leaving radiance that makes it
difficdt for AVIRIS to detect changes m the amount of reflected energy m single
Wawbands.

On the bmis of the previous results, the first derivative at 557 nm was selected
for cumputing the regression model to estimate the chlorophyll concentration(IIgure 3).
I%estatisticalpufmrnance of the model k excellen$ producinga standardemorfor the
residualsequivalent to 2% of the average chlorophyllconcentration (t=7.09, F=50.3,
pcO.0001, r@l.74, mM=l.5 @). The average difference between the measured and
pdicted surface chlorophyll concentration is 0.33 vg/1.

The regression model was used to derive a chlorophyll map of Mono Lake
showing the spadal distribution of the surface chlorophyll concentration.

4. CONCLUSIONS

‘Ihe results pm.sented in this report show that frst difference of AVIRIS spectml
reflectance can be used to estimate chlorophyll concentration in eutrophic lakes. The best
mocbl performance for data cullected at Mono Lake on October 71992 was obtained with
the 557 nm band This approach should be tested fcr different dates and for dif&rent
ranges of cxmcentration in order to assess how much the present model is atfected by the
optical conditions of the lake.
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Fiiure 1. AVIRIS reflectance spectra at 20 stations in Mono Lake (top). Fiit difference
(gap=l dotted andg~3 dashed) of these AVIRIS reflectance spectra (bottom).
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F-2. Spectral variation of the # for the AVIRIS reflectance at single bands (0) and
first diffcm?nceof the AVIRIS reflectance with gap 1 (+).
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F-3. Predicted versus measured chlorophyll concentration. The horizontal bars show
tbe range of two measurements at each of the 20 stations.
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